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Although pageants claim to be an event which promises to help bring world peace, they are actually a very
costly event which showcases young children in inappropriate clothing, acting much older than their age
Beauty pageants can also cause serious mental and health issues. Any parent placing their child in these types
of pageants, based solely on looks, is giving their child the attitude that appearance can get you anywhere in
life. I guess it shows that talent is what appeals to people more than beauty on the surface. Contestants try to
sway the judges by having the brightest smile, cutest clothes, and prettiest hair. It may not happen to some, but
most of the young girls that compete in beauty pageants seem to have a bit of an attitude towards their parents
and other people who will not cooperate with them. It is mandatory for them to have fake tans, fake eye lashes,
fake teeth, and a ridiculous amount of make-up. Not only does it cause low self-esteem in young girls, but it
also sexualizes them. Every contest was for fun and amusement. According to Christine Tamer, the counterfeit
attractiveness and sincere vulnerability of child beauty queens appeal to child molesters. Essay words - 9
pages be a safe and fun sport as long as it is practiced and played properly. So, it distracts women from
focussing on improving their education, culture, skills, career and competencies. Atlantic City was the first to
introduce beauty pageant in the s. In terms of body image, I work in the health and fitness industry, so for me
having a healthy body composition is something that is very important. Works Cited Godheja, Jai. Many
people think that child beauty pageants should be banned. It was interesting to them to take part in a contest of
this kind. Georgia house bill 23 would ban texting and talking drivers who are under 18 years old
Dickensheets N. Young people become extremely conscious about outer beauty, when in fact there should be
platforms that celebrate inner beauty. A tan, whether you get it on the beach, in a bed, or through incidental
exposure, is bad news, any way you acquire it. Some people think that texting while driving should be
unbanned because not everyone would be impaired when performing this task. Many girls take part in such
competitions, because their parents impose their will on her. There is many different ranges of beauty pageants
all over the world. Child beauty pageants are very upsetting. Everyone is beautiful in their own way; one does
not need a beauty pageant to determine that. When a girl takes part in the competition of this kind, she
believes that her appearance is more important than her character, mind and feelings.


